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February 23, 2023 

 

Dear Hiring Manager, 

 

I am extremely excited to be applying for this script writer position as Crash Course. I grew up 

on Crash Course, and cannot begin to describe how many topics it helped me to fully understand 

and digest. I was a particularly engrossed fan of the Greek Theatre videos! I have been studying 

writing for over 7 years, and while I have limited work experience, approximately 75% of the 

last five years was spent writing. I love to research, and I have a passion for education. I know 

that Crash course, would push me outside of my comfort zone and give me the opportunity to 

grow as a writer and a team member. 

 

I came upon your job listing on Indeed, and my heart jumped. It was like looking at a listing 

made for me. I studied Art and Theatre at the University of Denver, and received my minor in 

Applied writing practices. You can hardly imagine my joy at finding a job listing that somehow 

combined everything I have been studying for the past five years. I have a passion for art history 

and storytelling. On occasion I will try to summarize information for my friends who don’t share 

this passion, and it is a running joke and compliment that they like my versions far better than 

any textbook or movie.  

 

Over the past two years, I have been providing occasional blog posts for my mother’s website, 

Practically Raw Woman. I’ll admit, the casual nature of blog writing took some getting used to, 

but now it comes more naturally than the academic language to which I had become accustomed. 

MY focus on the blog has been, easy to make recipes that are affordable for college students, and 

a section called “Sexy Raw” that focuses on aphrodisiacs, and how to bring Raw vegan into the 

bedroom. My inclusion in this blog, however limited, has widened the readership to include 

multiple age groups and, not to toot my own horn… has had some of the most engagement on 

the site! 

 

I thank you for your consideration. I know that I am green, but I will put everything I have into 

creating fun, engaging content that truly educates. I am detail oriented and refuse to do anything 

less than amazing work. I’m looking forward to learning more about the Script Writer Position at 

Crash Course. Education is one of the most important things to me, and I would be honored to be 

a part of your team.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Merit Willey 
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